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Company: Tech Providers, Inc

Location: Atlanta

Category: other-general

Global and established automotive manufacturer headquartered in Atlanta is searching for a

Distribution Center Process Expert who will be responsible for ensuring that all core processes

related to Parts Distribution Centers are optimized to work as part of a global SAP-EWM

solution. The position will also require working knowledge of the transportation solution

(ShipERP) and core functions related to parts sales and returns (SAP-SD/MM). This position

will act as the liaison between warehouse resources and both local and global IT teams

responsible for the SAP-EWM platform and related components.

The position will be based out of our Atlanta corporate office with significant travel

supporting three Distribution Centers across the US. This position will be an individual

contributor role and report to the CEO of Logistics Services.

The position will be responsible for ongoing day to day functional support, training and

documentation related to the use and operations of the SAP-EWM solution. This includes

driving consistent and optimized best-practice processes across each of the different PDC’s.

Position will also be responsible for supporting and testing system changes related to new

functionality and upgrades associated with the global platform. This position will coordinate

master data changes, end user variant configurations and management reporting related to

SAP-EWM.

Position will NOT be responsible for any direct SAP configuration or custom programming.

Required qualifications include:

Bachelor's degree Supply Chain Management, Operations Management, Logistics, or
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equivalent work experience is required

Minimum 5 years with SAP EWM as a team lead or super user with focus on small

parcel transportation management processes

Warehouse, distribution, and transportation, logistics business process knowledge and

experience, as well as, compliance and documentation

Must have experience in EWM-ERP Master Data integration via Core Interfaces, labor

management Exposure to Radio Frequency( mobile data) functionalities.
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